Abstract: Multinational companies from the United States of America are important sources of foreign investment in Ireland. The role of these companies in the Irish economy has been previously documented and is reviewed briefly. The main contribution of this paper is to present for the first time data on the fiscal impact of US companies in Ireland. The results show that US companies are significant sources of tax revenue. Over the last decade US companies have consistently paid around one third of the annual corporation tax revenue collected in Ireland. US companies also make large payments of value added tax, excise duty and income tax -the latter is due to the approximately one hundred thousand people employed in Ireland by US companies and indicates the substantial nature of US investment in this country. The sectoral composition of tax revenue from US companies and employment patterns over time are also examined.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that Ireland is an exceptionally open economy relative to its size. Whether measuring investment flows or exports and imports of goods and services, Ireland is ranked as one of the most open economies in the European Union (EU) or the OECD (Forfás, 2010 ).
Ireland's openness to investment is also seen when comparing the number of jobs created by foreign investment across countries. IBM (2010) ranked Ireland as first in the world in terms of job creation by foreign investment relative to population size. Investment in Ireland by multinational companies from the United States of America is substantial. This represents the continuation of an economic relationship that has existed for several decades. Multinational companies are attracted to locate operations in Ireland by a range of factors and US companies are strongly represented among them. In addition to standard investment location factors, such as regulatory environment, workforce skills, costs, infrastructure and tax policy, US companies are also attracted to Ireland by an English-speaking population, EU membership that allows Ireland to provide an export platform to supply markets in Europe and Ireland's large network of tax treaties.
Despite the importance of US investment in Ireland, it is difficult to measure the size of the contribution of US multinational companies accurately. A range of data sources exists but they are of varying usefulness. This paper briefly reviews some of existing literature and data on the economic aspects of US multinational investment in Ireland. However, the focus of the paper is to examine in detail the fiscal contribution of US companies. This is possible using Revenue data on tax payments and returns. Analysing data on the major taxes, sectoral composition and changes over time provides a clear picture of the fiscal contribution of US companies to the Irish economy for the first time.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 examines the overall international investment position in Ireland and the economic role of inward investment from the US to give some context for following sections. Section 3 briefly summarises the methodology used to identify US companies in Ireland. Section 4 examines the fiscal contribution of US companies under a number of headings (corporation tax, VAT, excise duty, income tax, and employment) and compares the results to existing studies. The final section concludes.
THE ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION OF US INVESTMENT IN IRELAND

The Stock and Flow of International Investment in Ireland
To place US investment in Ireland in context, it is useful to provide an overview of Ireland's overall international investment position. International investment has played a significant role in the development of the Irish economy. Figure 1 shows the stock of inward and outward investment in Ireland. While Ireland's inward stock of international investment receives considerable attention, the size of the outward stock is almost as large. Ireland's net international investment position has been slightly negative since 2000 (i.e., inward exceeded outward investment). The inward investment stock was valued at €2,460bn at the end of 2009, Ireland's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for that year was around €160bn.
Figure 1: Ireland's International Investment Stock 1998 to 2009
Source: CSO data. Foreign assets and liabilities represent outward and inward investment stocks respectively.
Looking at flows in 2009, rather than the overall stock discussed above, Ireland's balance of payments on the current account is negative, despite a large surplus in merchandise trade, due to deficits on services trade and income. 1 The balance on the financial account is in deficit in 2009, as the liabilities (or obligations) of Irish residents to foreign investors are greater than the claims on foreign assets by Irish residents. Figure 2 shows the disaggregation of inward investment from Figure 1 (the situation for outward investment is similar but the focus of this paper is inward investment). Figure 2A classifies the inward investment stock into IFSC (International Financial Services Centre) and non-IFSC investment. The large role of the IFSC is clear. While non-IFSC investment is of the more "traditional" industrial nature, much of the inward IFSC investment involves the movement of capital by multinational companies to subsidiaries in the IFSC that is re-invested overseas -as a result inward and outward IFSC investment are relatively equal and have little impact on the domestic economy (Barry and O'Mahony, 2004 ).
An alternative breakdown of the stock of inward investment is shown in Figure 2B . Direct investment is investment in the equity of an enterprise that results in a controlling interest. When foreign direct investment (FDI) is discussed, it is usually taken to refer to this type of direct investment.
2 Portfolio investment, which has grown considerably in Ireland due to the role of IFSC, is the acquisition (or disposal) of equity and debt where there is no controlling influence of the investor.
3 The "other" investment category has also expanded in recent years, this includes loans, currency, deposits and other financial instruments including derivatives. 2 For example, comparisons of "openness" to investment between countries are usually based on direct investment from abroad. Ireland's stock of direct investment was equal to around 65 per cent of GDP in 2008, down from a high of nearly 150 per cent in 2000 but it remains among the highest in the EU or the OECD (Forfas, 2010) . 3 A 10 per cent ownership threshold is typically applied to differentiate between direct and portfolio investment.
Overall US Investment in Ireland
Ireland has received substantial investment from the US. The Industrial Development Agency (IDA, 2010) Figure 3 shows the share of global outward US investment stock in Ireland since the early 1980s. The share has increased substantially, in particular in the last ten years and is now well over 4 per cent. Ireland's share of the world's population is 0.06 per cent and the Irish economy accounts for less than 0.5 per cent of global GDP. Clearly, Ireland performs well in terms of attracting US investment relative to size and is one the largest recipients in Europe in absolute terms. Source: BEA data and author's calculations. Table 1 shows the geographic breakdown of two components of Ireland's inward investment stockdirect and portfolio investment. 4 Table 1 indicates that the largest source of investment is the Eurozone group of countries followed by the UK and the US. However, the origin country in Table 1 is based on the location of the immediate owner of the company rather than that of the ultimate beneficial owner. For example, investment by a US company in Ireland via a subsidiary in a third country would be classified as investment from the third country. Lane and Ruane (2006) report that, based on ultimate beneficial ownership, 54 per cent of direct investment into Ireland originated in the US and 24 and 11 per cent from the UK and rest of EU respectively. 
Sectoral Distribution of US Investment in Ireland
There are several sources of data on the sectoral distribution of foreign investment in Ireland, however all are limited with respect to estimating the sectoral spread of US companies. For example, the published data in the most detailed CSO sources, such as the Census of Industrial Production, provide ownership breakdowns by Irish or foreign but do not provide sufficient information to separate out US companies. Similarly, the Forfás Annual Business Survey of Economic Impact reports on a number of topics for IDA and other supported companies in Ireland but the published data only distinguish the results between domestic or foreign. The following sections analyse the sectoral distribution of US companies under a number of headings (investment, value added, trade and employment) using a variety of data as no single source provides a complete picture. Figure 4 shows the distribution of US direct investment in Ireland by sector from the US BEA data.
Direct Investment in Ireland
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The largest sectors are finance, holding company activity and information. The information sector includes many communication activities and data processing and storage services. Ireland receives 16.7 per cent of global US outward investment in this sector and 17 per cent of US investment in the professional and technical services sector. It is worth noting that the data show investment in sectors such as finance and holding company activity to be quite volatile year to year. 
Value-Added of US Companies in Ireland
The value-added (broadly defined as total output less intermediate inputs by sector) as reported by the BEA for US companies in Ireland indicates the size of their contribution to Irish output. The data are shown in Table 2 . The largest sector in terms of value-added is chemicals (this includes many pharmaceutical-related activities). The total figure, €38.7bn, is equal to almost one fifth of Irish GDP or a quarter of GNP.
8 9 This represents a very substantial contribution to output in the Irish economy. 6 A note of caution when reading the following sections: the sectoral classifications used vary and in some cases similarly named sectors may not cover the same activities. CSO data tend to follow the NACE classification but in some cases data are only available at a broad level. BEA data are based on the NAIC -a North American classification. 7 BEA data are discussed in more detail in Section 4.5. 8 Care should be taken with some BEA data, as certain figures may be overestimates. For example, the BEA reports total sales by US affiliates based in Ireland in 2008 was €170bn but according to Forfás (2009) data, total sales for all foreign companies in 2008 was €115bn (not all of which would be US companies). Value-added by US affiliates in the BEA was €39bn compared to €50bn in Forfás (2009) for all foreign companies. Bearing these figures in mind, the sector shares in Table 2 are still useful to focus on the relative sizes of investment. 
Trade Linkages between Ireland and the US
The initial phase of Ireland's economic growth in the 1990s was export focused. Much of the growth in that period was driven by multinational companies establishing operations in Ireland to supply markets elsewhere. In merchandise goods Ireland runs a large trade surplus as shown in Figure 5A . The Figure shows imports and exports for eight categories of goods. In each case the breakdown of the imports and exports between the US and the rest of the world is shown. In total almost 20 per cent of Irish goods exports are destined for the US and 12 per cent of imports originate there.
The chemicals and related goods (including pharmaceuticals) sector and the machinery and transport equipment sector (this sector covers a wide range of manufacturing activities) account for the largest shares of Irish merchandise goods exports. Goods from the machinery and transport sector are the only large source of imports, most likely driven by the import of materials by multinational companies for use as intermediate inputs in the production of goods for export. Around a third of world trade is estimated to occur within multinational companies (OECD, 2002) and such activity is likely to contribute significantly to Ireland's external trade, in particular on the import side. Figure 5A shows that the US as a destination accounts for only a small share of the export market. Most multinational companies that operate in Ireland, including US-owned companies, are supplying the European market (and also African and Asian markets in some cases) and so Europe accounts for the largest share of export destinations. It is likely that US-owned companies are the producers of a large share of merchandise goods exported from Ireland.
On services trade, the picture in Figure 5B is more mixed. Services trade is smaller in absolute terms than merchandise trade but growing quickly in Ireland. This follows the global pattern that has seen services trade expand rapidly in recent years. Ireland is a net importer of services but the deficit is small relative to the export surplus in merchandise goods. For services trade in total, the US accounts for about 7 per cent of Irish exports and 32 per cent of imports.
As with merchandise trade, a large share of the trade in services products is likely accounted for by intra-company trade, i.e., multinational companies operating in Ireland import services products to input into their production processes to produce exports of merchandise and services products for final consumption elsewhere. In particular, the pharmaceutical sector uses a large amount of services inputs in production. 9 In broad terms, GDP measures the total output of the economy, whereas GNP measures output produced by residents of the country. It is well known that Irish GDP is significantly higher than GNP due to the large presence of foreign owned multinational companies operating in Ireland. The activities of these companies generate incomes that accrue to their owners. These incomes are greater than the incomes of Irish residents generated abroad and so net factor income reduces GNP below the GDP level. There is considerable debate on the appropriateness of using GDP or GNP for international comparisons of the Irish economy but GDP seems to the logical measure when examining corporate taxation. The largest import category, aside from the "other services" category, is royalties and licences services. However, there are almost no exports of royalties and licences services from Ireland. This category of services covers payments and receipts for the use of intellectual property (IP). An import of royalties and licences implies payment to a non-resident for the use of IP. From CSO data, the US accounts for nearly half of Irish imports of royalties and licences. Some US multinational companies, in particular in the pharmaceutical sector, have licensed their IP to Ireland for use by their affiliates. The high level of imports is the result of Irish-based companies making payments for the use of this IP. CSO data suggest that the ICT and research and development sectors are the main importers. 10 In return, the Irish affiliates generate income and sales using the IP.
Employment by US Companies in Ireland
Published data from the CSO on employment by US companies in Ireland are limited. On services, the CSO Annual Services Inquiry reports that US companies directly employed 33,000 people in Ireland in 2006 -around 7 per cent of total employment in services and 25 per cent of employment in services by foreign multinational companies.
The BEA provides a more detailed sectoral breakdown of employment by affiliates of US companies operating in Ireland shown in Table 3 At a sectoral level, the largest employment shares are in manufacturing industries but the wholesale trade, professional services and information sectors also employ significant numbers. Employee compensation per head is highest in the chemicals, professional services and information sectors. 
IDENTIFYING US COMPANIES AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
In their standard format Revenue's data do not distinguish companies based on the location of their headquarters or nationality of ownership of their parent company. Therefore, it is not possible to estimate directly the share of revenue from corporation tax (CT) or any other tax that is attributable to US multinational companies. The same applies to companies from any other country.
As a preliminary step using existing Revenue data, the share of CT revenue from large companies can be analysed. Revenue's Large Cases Division (LCD) handles the tax affairs of companies over a certain size threshold. These companies are a mix of Irish and foreign owned. LCD companies account for around 75 per cent of the total CT revenue in most years (on average over the period 2000 to 2009).
As a further preliminary assessment, an earlier exercise examined the top 250 companies in terms of CT payments (i.e., the 250 companies that made the largest payments in a particular year -the 2006 tax year was chosen). 11 The total CT revenue for 2006 was €6.2bn and the top 250 companies accounted for €3.8bn of the total (shown in Table 4 ). Based on the location of their ownership or headquarters, these 250 companies were classified into Irish, US, UK, Other EU and Rest of the World. The largest number (84 companies) were US-owned. US companies paid €1.8bn CT revenue (or 48 per cent of the CT revenue from the top 250). Irish owned companies paid the next largest share of CT revenue (20 per cent) followed by UK and rest of EU. The Rest of the World category, in which Canadian companies are the most represented, was relatively small.
To enable a more complete analysis than focusing on the top 250 companies as above, Revenue's LCD staff have compiled a list of all US-owned companies among the LCD case base. 12 The list is manually assembled and as such there may be some errors or omissions. However, LCD staff are familiar with the cases in question and the completed list has been careful scrutinised and compared to external sources wherever possible. Therefore, the list is taken to be accurate and reliable and forms the basis for presenting a detailed analysis of the fiscal contribution of US companies in Ireland for the first time.
The list assembled by LCD provides an inventory of US companies in Ireland. These are further linked together by LCD to identify the companies (affiliates) that make up corporate groups.
Each company has a unique a tax number and can be linked to Revenue's register data (which identifies features such as location or economic activity) and to data on tax returns and tax payments made. For corporation tax, the primary tax return is the annual CT 1 return. The companies are also linked to VAT data (primarily the VAT 3 return and VAT payments data), employee and income tax data (based primarily on the P35 return) and excise duty payments.
13 While all companies are registered for CT in Ireland, not all are registered for other taxes (such as VAT) depending on their structure and activities.
The analysis in the next section focuses the year for which most recent full year data are available. In most cases 2009 data are used for tax payments but in some cases tax returns data for 2009 are not available. This can be because of the due date for the return (e.g., the CT1 for a company with a tax year ending on 31st December 2009 was not due until September 2010, whereas the tax payment for the year ending 31st December 2009 is made during 2009) or the returns are made but the data are not yet available for analysis purposes due to the time needed to capture the data electronically.
FISCAL CONTRIBUTION OF US COMPANIES IN IRELAND
Corporation Tax Revenue from US Companies
There are nearly 650 US companies in Ireland identified by LCD.
14 Using this list, the CT payments by US companies are identified and the results are shown in Table 5 . The amount of CT revenue from US companies is substantial, €2bn at its peak in 2008 and over one third of total revenue from all companies in most years. It is notable that, although revenue from US companies decreased in 2009 due to the impact of the economic downturn, it appears revenue from US companies was less severely affected than the overall corporate tax base. US companies in Ireland depend serve customers internationally and global demand has suffered less than domestic Irish demand during the recession. In addition, as discussed below, US companies in Ireland are heavily concentrated in sectors that are to some extent "recession proof" (pharmaceuticals and medical devices for example). Overall CT revenue decreased 40 per cent between 2007 and 2009 but revenue from US companies only fell by only 4 per cent in the same period. The results from Table 5 Source: Revenue data and author's calculations. 14 As noted above, companies here refer to individual companies rather than corporate groups.
For the US companies, Figure 7 shows the distribution of their CT revenue by sector. The financial services, chemical manufacturing and electrical equipment manufacturing are by far the largest. Looking at previous years' data, the size and relative importance of these sectors is quite stable over time.
The distribution of CT revenue from US companies by sector is quite similar to the overall distribution of CT. There are differences, for example construction and manufacturing of food products are important sectors for CT revenue overall but are underrepresented in among the US companies. The sectoral distribution (based on NACE code) in Figure 7 may be slightly misleading. Some of the US companies are affiliates of a corporate group that provide financial services and other financial intermediation services for the corporate group. The affiliates are classified as financial intermediation companies under the NACE system whereas their parent company and other companies within the group are classified as pharmaceutical, electrical equipment, or other as appropriate.
To provide more detail on the activities of US companies for the three largest sectors (financial intermediation, chemicals manufacture and electrical equipment manufacture), Table 6 shows the breakdown of CT revenue by their main subsectors. The subsectoral definitions (again based on NACE code) are not very useful for the financial intermediation sector but do offer better insights into the chemical and electrical equipment sectors.
US companies in the chemical sector are mostly involved in pharmaceutical and related products manufacture, while computer and information processing equipment is important in the electrical manufacturing sector, as is medical devices manufacturing. 15 Bailiwick refers to a location over which a bailiff has jurisdiction. Bailiwicks are largely based on county areas but there are some differences. Dublin and Cork city are also separated from their respective counties.
Contribution of US Companies to Value Added Tax Revenue
To further analyse US companies, the CT data are linked to VAT data. 16 Later sections analyse the payments of US companies of excise duty and income tax to identify the contribution of the companies to these taxes.
US companies paid €891m, €975m and €790m in VAT revenue in 2007, 2008 and 2009 respectively. For example, this represents about 7.5 per cent of the total VAT revenue paid in 2009. Although it is still a significant amount of revenue, it is low compared to the share of CT from US companies. A partial explanation relates to the export oriented nature of US investment in Ireland. Many US companies operate in Ireland to supply markets in Europe or beyond. As a result, they will generate less VAT revenue than multinational companies that operate in Ireland primarily to supply the Irish market. Figure 9 shows the sectoral distribution of the VAT revenue from US companies. The motor trade sector is the single largest contributor, there are two main subsectors in this sector: retail sale of automotive fuel and the sale of motor vehicles. Although not shown in Figure 9 due the small number of companies, the manufacture of refined fuel products sector also pays a large amount of VAT. These are sectors in which US companies are operating in Ireland predominately to supply the Irish market (as opposed export supply to markets in Europe or elsewhere). Other significant sectors are electrical manufacturing (computer and related products and medical and surgical devices) and wholesale trade (predominantly sales of food and beverages, computers and related products and pharmaceuticals). 
Contribution of US Companies to Excise Duty Revenue
The number of US companies that pay excise duty is very small but the amount of revenue involved is high. Around ten US companies paid excise duty in 2009 but their combined payment was €986m, which is equal to 20 per cent of the total excise duty paid in that year. US companies paid €900m in excise duty in 2008.
The excise revenue paid by these ten companies was concentrated among a very small number of companies. These companies are operating in the retail sale of automotive fuel and manufacture of refined petroleum products sectors. It is worth noting that the same ten companies that paid €986m in excise duty also paid €403m in VAT in 2009 (out of the €790m cited in Section 4.2).
Contribution of US Companies to Income Tax Revenue and Employment
Based on Revenue data, US companies employed around 100,100 people in Ireland in 2008. This represents about 5 per cent of 2 million in employment in that year. The income tax revenue from these employees for that year was €698m or 7 per cent of the total income tax revenue of €10bn from pay-as-you-earn (PAYE) sources. Employment by US companies in 2007 was slightly higher, at 108,200 and PAYE revenue was €650m. Figure 10 shows the sectoral distribution of employees and income tax revenue from US companies. Tax revenue and employee numbers are closely related as would be expected. The largest sectors are electrical manufacturing, chemical manufacturing and financial intermediation (the same caveat regarding the NACE code assigned to financial services companies as noted earlier applies here also). Wholesale trade, professional business services and ICT services and R&D activities sectors are also important. Figure 11B shows the change in the average (median) annual income per employee of US companies by sector. There are difficulties in calculating median incomes as the figures include part-time employees and those that may have worked for less than a full year. For example, this appears to be a particular issue in the real estate and renting sector, which shows very low median incomes. Therefore the average figures may not accurately reflect employee compensation in the companies but the trends in the changes over time are still interesting to examine. Figure 11B shows that average income increased in most sectors, as would be expected, but the rate of increase was fastest in the manufacturing sectors. 
Figure 11: Employment and Employee Compensation in US Companies
Source: Revenue data and author's calculations. Sectors with small numbers of companies are not shown to protect the confidentiality of taxpayers.
Comparisons to Other Data Sources
Aside from the Revenue data discussed in the previous sections, there are several other data sources that estimate the level of CT paid by US multinational companies. Estimates from different sources from 2000 onwards, where available, are summarised and compared in Table 7 . Aside from the Revenue data, only the BEA produces annual figures and the comparisons below focus on these two sources.
The BEA (Bureau of Economic Analysis) is an agency of the US Department of Commerce that provides economic statistics on a range of domestic and international topics. International investment data on US companies are primarily based on surveys and extrapolation of survey results. Overall, the BEA estimates in Table 7 appear to be quite close to the results from the Revenue data. However, there are differences in some years, for example BEA estimate the tax paid by US multinational companies in Ireland in 2007 was €2.6bn, considerably higher than the Revenue estimate (€1.7bn). The sectoral breakdown of the BEA data is shown in Table 8 . Figure 7 shows the same breakdown for the Revenue data. On the tax paid, Revenue data suggest US companies paid €1.7bn in 2007, not €2.3bn as reported in the BEA data. However, the BEA profit figure for US companies in Ireland is also misleading. The BEA data appear to include companies that are registered in Ireland but are non-resident for tax purposes. The BEA data classify profits of non-resident companies as being located in Ireland, whereas in reality the profits are earned and are taxable elsewhere (wherever the company is tax resident).
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Effective Tax Rates for US Companies in Ireland
This has the effect of the inflating the profit before tax estimate of Irish-based US companies in the BEA data. When compared to the level tax paid in Ireland by US companies reported by the BEA, this produces a low ETR as noted above.
Using the LCD list of US companies, it is possible to match their CT payments to the CT1 return and compare the profits earned to the tax paid and calculate a rough ETR.
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The ETR is estimated at the level of the individual companies, unlike the estimates based on aggregate BEA data. The average (median) ETR for US companies for 2008 was 11.2 per cent. In 2007 the median ETR was 11.1 per cent. The median ETR in 2009 was 9.5 per cent but this figure is preliminary pending the full set of tax return data for 2009.
The ETR would not be expected to match the standard 12.5 per cent rate exactly due to variations in the taxable base and, in particular, some manufacturing profits are taxable at 10 per cent in Ireland (this rate is important for many US companies). 19 But it is striking that the average for US companies is very close to the standard rate and well above estimates produced with aggregated BEA data.
As noted in the discussion of the figures in Table 8 , the estimates for tax paid in Ireland by US companies from Revenue and BEA are similar (but not identical). However, the BEA data inflate the profit levels of US companies in Ireland due to the inclusion of data on non-resident companies and distorts the ETR calculation.
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CONCLUSION
Investment in Ireland by US-owned multinational companies has been substantial over recent decades. However, it is difficult to accurately measure the size of the contribution of US companies to the Irish economy. This paper uses Revenue data for the first time to assess the corporation tax, VAT, excise duty, income tax and employment contribution of US companies in Ireland.
The list of US companies assembled by Revenue's Large Cases Divisions has been carefully scrutinised and compared to external sources. The list is as accurate and reliable as possible. If any omissions exist, or where issues arise in linking data across Revenue sources, it is likely that the estimates presented in this paper slightly underestimate the contribution of US companies to tax revenue and employment in Ireland.
US companies in Ireland paid €1.7bn CT revenue in 2009. In most years of the last decade, US companies have consistently contributed over one third of CT revenue in Ireland. The VAT revenue and excise duty from these companies were €790m and €986m respectively for 2009. US companies employ over 100,000 people in Ireland, with €698m income tax revenue paid in 2008.
Across CT, VAT and income tax, the most significant sectors were financial intermediation services, manufacture of pharmaceuticals, manufacture of computer and related products, manufacture of medical devices and wholesale trade in the sale of these manufactured products. The sectoral mix of excise duty is somewhat different due to the nature of the products involved. Examining changes over time shows a movement in activities of US companies in Ireland away from manufacturing towards more service oriented sectors. Employee compensation levels rose considerably over the last decade. The recession appears to have resulted in jobs losses among lower paid employees.
The appendix contains a summary table of the fiscal contribution of US multinationals in Ireland for a single year (2008 in this case). The total revenue from these companies, across all taxes examined was €4.7bn in the year. Total tax revenue in Ireland in 2008 was €41bn.
Final figures for the income tax contribution of US companies in 2009 are not available but all indicators for this, and for other taxes, suggest that the revenue paid by US companies has remained stable during the recession and that global demand served by US companies continues to perform better than domestic Irish demand. Therefore, as tax revenue overall falls, the share from US companies has been rising and their importance to the Irish exchequer continues to grow in relative terms.
On a final note, all of the analysis in this paper focuses on the direct effects of US investment. In addition, there are substantial indirect effects that are not captured in the available data. A simple example is the money spent locally by employees of US companies. Another is the output and employment of local companies that service or supply local operations of US companies. Skills transfers and research and development spending may also have positive spillovers to the domestic economy. Some estimates suggests that every job created by FDI sustains two to three more jobs indirectly. Such linkages are likely to be important to the Irish economy but unfortunately there are no recent estimates for the size of these effects in Ireland.
FIRST VOTE OF THANKS PROPOSED BY JIM STEWART, TRINITY COLLEGE DUBLIN
This is a very interesting and topical paper. Corporate tax rates, and the role of corporate tax in industrial policy are viewed as central to economic policy and have led to considerable criticism from other countries (Stewart, 2011) . This paper deals with some of these issues and in addition has some previously unpublished data, on corporate tax, VAT and other tax payments by US companies in Ireland.
The paper focuses on direct investment by US firms, and in particular on US companies identified from the Large Cases Division of the Revenue. As the paper notes the size in terms of value of foreign investment in Ireland is dominated by IFSC entities, but most employment is in direct investment. But rather than IFSC companies 'having little impact on the domestic economy' as the paper states, they may have a considerable economic impact. For example, a certain portion of ECB lending to banks in Ireland consists of lending to IFSC banks. IFSC based entities, such as Depfa bank, raise considerable regulatory issues. A breakdown in the paper of US direct investment between IFSC and non-IFSC investment in some sectors such as professional and technical services, data processing would be useful in understanding the impact of IFSC activities.
The paper notes the importance of multinational companies on Irelands imports and exports, and also the likely role of intra-company trade. This is important because intra firm trade to the extent that it reflects a chain of production and distribution, will be less influenced by exchange rates and other economic variables than other arms length trade. This is often not recognised in discussion of changes in imports or exports.
Table 5B and the discussion of royalty payments is especially interesting. It is not well known that royalties on income from patents were tax exempt. This gave an incentive to develop or enhance patents transferred to Ireland. It was announced in the National Recovery Plan (2010: 96) that this relief would be abolished, although other important tax reliefs on intellectual property have been introduced in recent years. Flows relating to royalties and licenses are confusing in balance of payments statistics. For several years there has been a large outflow. But the logic of tax minimisation is that transfer of intellectual property (IP), for example from the U.S. to an Irish based subsidiary, should be done at minimal cost in terms of transfer of ownership or in terms of licence fees, as explained by Drucker (2010) in relation to Google. 56 It might have been expected that if an IP asset were transferred to Ireland, this would lead to an inflow of royalty income, but in the case of Google and as noted in the paper, this transfer results in sales income, not royalty income. The large inflows from 'other services' in Table 5B are largely explained by companies pursuing such a strategy. There is a large outflow of royalty income and as the paper notes some of this is to the US, but in the case of some companies it is to a tax haven such as Bermuda. 57 The flow of royalties is not to where the IP originated but to another country, with a tax rate lower than that in Ireland.
The analysis of Income Tax revenue and number of employees (Figure 11 ) raises some interesting questions. For example, what are the trends in wage rates through time and in comparison with other sectors and ownership categories? There are some surprises. Figure 11B shows that average (median) annual income is higher in retailing than in financial intermediation for US owned firms.
More controversially the paper shows some estimates of effective tax rates (ETR) for US companies based on revenue data and US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) data. The paper criticises the low effective tax rate as calculated from BEA data of 7.7 %. Estimates given in the paper are of an average (median) ETR of 11.2%. An ETR relatively close to the nominal tax rate of 12.5% is surprising, although the dispersion around the median is not given in the paper. There is often a large gap between nominal tax rates and effective tax rates, for example 700 companies in the Large Business Service unit of the UK revenue authorities (HMRC), 28% paid no corporation tax in 2006-06 (National Audit Office, 2007: 10). As the paper notes there may be some ambiguity in relation to the residency for tax purposes of some companies in US data. In addition the allocation of branch profits may lead to inaccuracies. Effective tax rates are also likely to vary across sectors. For sectors with non-trading investment income the corporation tax rate if 25%. This may be important for firms located in the IFSC.
However, the two measures are not comparable. This is partly because of differences in companies assigned to Ireland in Irish Revenue data and BEA data. There are other differences. The BEA data refers to average tax rates (sum of corporate taxes paid divided by corporate income), whereas this paper refers to median tax rates. Relatively low aggregate average tax rates ETR could be explained by the dominance of a few companies earning large profits, but paying low tax. There are other differences, for example excluding income from equity investments in BEA data increases effective tax rates substantially (Yorgason, 2009 ).
This raises a key issue and that is the definition of the tax base. It is well known for example that income based on US GAAP may differ from that based on Irish/UK GAAP.
There are several examples from accounts of US subsidiaries in Ireland, of effective tax rates, defined as cash tax paid divided by pre-tax profits, similar to that found from BEA data and in some cases far below nominal tax rates (see Table 1 below). This is the case for some Irish companies as well. For example on a cash flow basis Ryanair paid tax of 7% on profits before tax for the three years ending March 2009, and Grafton Group paid 4.2%, for the three years ending December 2009. 1 The accounts state the "The principal activity of this subsidiary is the holding of shares in other companies and related intellectual property for which it receives royalties'". 2 In this case as a cash flow statement was not included in the accounts, the tax charge in the profit and loss account was used instead. 3 The principal activity is described as "investment and intellectual property holding".
One possible explanation for the gap between Revenue and BEA estimates of effective tax rates, and the examples shown in Table 1 , is the use of taxable profits in Revenue data rather than a measure of pre-tax profits or accounting profits in BEA data. A major difference is that accounting profits use accounting based estimates of depreciation rather than depreciation calculated for tax purposes (Stewart, 1981 and 1987) . Tax expenditures in the form of accelerated depreciation are important. One of the few increases in tax expenditures in the recent budget related to extending capital allowances for energy saving expenditures.
Finally the paper estimates the fiscal contribution from US multinationals at €4.7 billion for 2008 (about 11% of total tax). However, this includes tax collected by companies on behalf of the State, for example excise duties and VAT of €1.4 billion. It also includes tax on employees' incomes of €698 million. There may be some incidence effects but a more useful measure of economic value would be taxes paid as a direct result of economic activity such as corporation tax and local property taxes.
In conclusion this paper provides a very useful discussion of tax issues associated with foreign direct investment in Ireland.
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It is hard to overstate the importance of the economic and trade ties between Ireland and the US. Both countries have benefited from this mutually beneficial relationship. I'd like to give you some statistics to illustrate this for the next few minutes, and I hope the majority of these are not already quoted in Keith's fine paper. • a 12.5% corporate tax rate for domestic and foreign firms;
• the quality and flexibility of the English-speaking work force;
• co-operative labour relations;
• political stability;
• pro-business government policies;
• a transparent judicial system; • strong intellectual property protection; and • the pulling power of existing companies operating successfully (i.e. a "clustering" effect).
However, I would also like to mention the factors that negatively affect Ireland's ability to attract investment. These include:
• high labour and energy costs (especially when compared to low-cost countries in Eastern Europe and Asia); • skilled labour shortages;
• inadequate infrastructure (such as in the transport and NGN/broadband sectors); and • price levels that are ranked among the highest in Europe (especially for energy), although there have been some very significant improvements in cost competitiveness in the past two years.
The Irish Government actively promotes FDI, a strategy that saw total FDI stock grow from €53 billion in 1998 to €131 billion in 2007. The Irish Government's actions have had considerable success in attracting US investment with a $2.6 billion in investment inflow from the US during 2007. Up to the recent past, the principal goal of state investment policy has been employment creation, especially in technology-intensive and high-skill industries. More recently the Irish Government has increasingly supported efforts by foreign-invested companies to sustain their international competitiveness through R&D enhancements, productivity improvements and the marketing and sales of higher-value goods and services.
Since 2005, Ireland has emerged as a magnet for US internet/digital media investment, with industry leaders Yahoo, eBay, PayPal, Google, Amazon, United Technologies, Hertz, LinkedIn and Facebook making the country a significant hub (or, indeed HQ) for their European operations. Ireland's evolution as a significant knowledge economy is evidenced in the sophistication and complexity of the investments into Ireland in recent times. These included investments in: The IDA has been recently targeting US FDI in emerging areas, including emerging convergence areas, such as: cloud computing, services innovation and cleantech.
I warmly welcome Keith's paper on the economic and fiscal contribution of US investments in Ireland as it contains a wealth of useful data demonstrating the importance of Irish-American economic and enterprise ties. These ties need to be continually cultivated in an increasingly uncertain economic future. In this context, I would argue it is vital that strong efforts continue to be made in three areas of critical importance to the Irish business environment. These are crucially important for Irish indigenous enterprises, especially those exporting to foreign markets, but equally to overseas investors looking to potentially base operations in Ireland:
• We must retain Ireland's low corporation tax rate of 12.5%; to alter this significantly would be anathema to Irish industrial policy and hugely deleterious for the Irish proposition to potential FDI clients; • We must continue to improve national economic competitiveness via two crucial conduits:
reducing further labour costs, and curbing and decreasing industrial energy costs.
• We must invest further in key infrastructural areas of strategic economic importance, such as the national electricity grid and in NGN technology, to ensure that a pipeline of high-valueadded FDI continues to flow into the country.
Ireland continues to be an attractive location for US firms to do business, and Ireland has reaped very significant economic benefits of a concerted strategy to attract US investment. We can no longer compete for low-end manufacturing, low-skilled FDI. Government has invested significantly in a transition to a so-called 'smart economy', and must continue to do so. In these high-end, high-skilled FDI opportunity areas,Ireland will need to now become a European, and indeed global, hub. 
